21 interior designs that you should know!
Whether you like interior decoration or not, the following book of ideas will steal all eyes. Let's
know then 21 of the most beautiful Mexican interior designs of all that will turn the globe. From
the design of the room to welcome visitors to the complete bathroom decoration, everything we
see below has been created by hands that proudly proclaim themselves Mexican. The
examples are 21 but we assure you that there is plenty of talent in these houses. Do you dare to
meet them? Ahead!
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1. An intimate atmosphere that invites to be in it a good time The greatest achievement in
interior design is that you invite to be in it, and the longer you get it, the better it will be
because it denotes tranquility and comfort within your atmosphere.
2. Elegance in all its splendor Now a design that shows us how elegance is not fought with
anywhere in the world, on the contrary, it is wonderful anywhere, because it is
contagious of the peculiarities; here for example they are exalted with the painting and
the decorative figures.
3. That the plants are always welcome Thanks to this work, it is easy to detect how well
they look and even how necessary are those plants for interiors. They give freshness,
purification, color, and beauty, when it has a protagonism like the one we admire in this
design.
4. Now a tropical touch Mexico has a considerable amount of climates, so it is not
unreasonable to create a tropical environment inside the houses, especially if they are
located near a beach. It is also not so complicated: terra colors, casual textures and a
palm is more than enough.
5. There are no geographical limits anymore! The sophistication is not fought with any
country, except now that the trends are shared around the world.
6. A simple but very original combination. This design created in Mexico shows us that in
the interior design anyone can be a protagonist.
7. Wood as a favorite. This beautiful dining room gives us more reasons to allow wood to
play a leading role in our homes, moreover, it even invites us not to touch it more than
the merely necessary.
8. The passivity that only a bedroom can have. Surely it happens to you as it does to us,
the blue chosen for this room and the exhilarated neatness with white makes imagine an
atmosphere full of passivity. This means success in creation.
9. A wonderful work done with white color. The white color is the protagonist of this interior
decoration where from the beginning it was thought that the harmonies would have more
weight than the contrasts. The result fascinated us, you?
10. 1 A little floral motifs always go well. Disnoy Interiorismo is the firm that created this
room design where the floral themes are protagonists within the furniture, and that
makes us remember that creative and happy personality that in Mexico is contagious to
things.
11. A small house inspires ingenuity. There are no creative limits in small houses, although
many people say otherwise. Just look like this dining room, which even contains 10
chairs, is so close to the living room and kitchen entrance without it making everything
look crowded. This is ingenuity!
12. Love for free space. The interior of a home should not be saturated, you should even
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give importance to free spaces. If this is done in a good way the home will look nice and
not empty, just like the ground floor the first floor of the house shown above.
Houses that seem from another era. Tastes break genres and professionals from any
corner of the world know, that is, while it is very important that a house is aesthetic, it is
also vital that denote the personality and tastes of those who inhabit it.
The living room and dining room can share space and look great. With this tendency for
the shared areas, the room next to the dining room has become increasingly common,
however, it is not so easy to make them live together, much less in such a magnificent
way. The tricks to achieve it? Have a chord color range, the appropriate textures, and a
little and well-taken care of the use of the contrast.
Marvel color as the source of vitality. In this interior design that saw the light in Mexico,
the yellow carries all the burden of filling the area with vitality and color, and it does it in
a good way because on this side of the continent the vibrant tones cannot miss.
Let the typical be included in the design. Each country has endemic creations, which
show the traditions of the place: in Mexico they are known as crafts. And because of
everything they represent, they cannot miss this count of Mexican designs; besides they
do not need to be many, here with the handmade picture was more than enough.
Ingenuity and necessity. A design before looking pretty must adapt to the needs.
Achieve these two qualities shows that the creative professional knows that beauty goes
hand in hand with functionality, and that does not depend on the country where it is
made but the talent ... and in Mexico there is much.
In the place of the little ones that is made? As it is said colloquially, here and in China
the little ones of the house need attention and care; for that reason your room must
denote these two qualities, you always considered the personality and the taste that
they have. And just that was done in this design, because it shows at first glance that
the little owner was considered in the creation.
Professionalism is seen even in public places. In Mexico we have begun to take care of
the appearance not only of the houses but of the public places, and with the same
dedication, it is enough to look up so that these public toilets communicate us visually.
Mexican passion for chocolate. The chocolate color is here the main element and with
this it shows us that in Mexico all those terra tones have a special consideration.
Attention to the smallest details. Being a retailer when creating interior designs is one of
the highest qualities, because that ensures that at the end of the job the result is
complete and even the smallest ornament or gift has its special place. These Mexican
professionals have it so you could not finish this book of ideas without highlighting its
creation.
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